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Evaluation of 2-[18F]fluoroacetate kinetics in rodent models of
cerebral hypoxia–ischemia
Yu Ouyang1, Jeff N Tinianow2, Simon R Cherry1 and Jan Marik2

Glia account for 90% of human brain cells and have a significant role in brain homeostasis. Thus, specific in vivo imaging markers of
glial metabolism are potentially valuable. In the brain, 2-fluoroacetate is selectively taken up by glial cells and becomes
metabolically trapped in the tricarboxylic acid cycle. Recent work in rodent brain injury models demonstrated elevated lesion
uptake of 2-[18F]fluoroacetate ([18F]FACE), suggesting possible use for specifically imaging glial metabolism. To assess this
hypothesis, we evaluated [18F]FACE kinetics in rodent models of cerebral hypoxia–ischemia at 3 and 24 hours post insult. Lesion
uptake was significantly higher at 30 minutes post injection (Po0.05). An image-based method for input function estimation using
cardiac blood was validated. Analysis of whole blood showed no significant metabolites and plasma activity concentrations of
B50% that of whole blood. Kinetic models describing [18F]FACE uptake were developed and quantitatively compared. Elevated
[18F]FACE uptake was found to be driven primarily by K1/k2 rather than k3, but changes in the latter were detectable. The two-tissue
irreversible uptake model (2T3k) was found to be necessary and sufficient for modeling [18F]FACE uptake. We conclude that kinetic
modeling of [18F]FACE uptake represents a potentially useful tool for interrogation of glial metabolism.
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INTRODUCTION
Glia account for 90% of human brain cells and have a signi-
ficant role in the response to neuropathological insults such
as stroke and other neurodegenerations.1 Of particular interest is
the activation and proliferation of astrocytes and microglia,
and their resulting effects on glial–neuronal interactions. A
detailed understanding of the response is vital for treatment
development and in vivo methods to interrogate glial cell
metabolism under abnormal conditions can shed light on such
processes.

The use of 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose for imaging cerebral
metabolism has been well documented,2,3 and while fluoro-D-
glucose signal is sensitive to regional differences in glucose
metabolism, it is not specific to glial metabolism.4 Radioligands of
the 18-kDa translocator protein, particularly [11C]PK11195, have
been used extensively for imaging upregulated expression of
translocator protein in glia during neuroinflammation.5,6 However,
it does not directly measure glial metabolism.

In the brain, acetate is readily and specifically taken up in glial
cells by different isoforms of the monocarboxylate transporter
family of transmembrane proteins and then metabolized in the
tricarboxylic acid cycle.4,7 Mouse astrocytes express both MCT1
and MCT4 isoforms, the latter of which is thought to be primarily
involved in efflux of lactate, and a subpopulation of rat astrocytes
also express MCT2.8 Activated microglia in rats have been shown
to upregulate MCT1 and MCT2 expression after ischemia.9

Radiotracers of glial acetate metabolism have been used in the
past, primarily for autoradiography of naı̈ve rodent brain, and

include [3H] and [11C] labeled acetate.4,10 [14C]acetate has been
used in vitro in astrocyte cultures to measure uptake,11 and has
also been used for autoradiography in a rat model of short-term
middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAo)—a reduction in uptake
was attributed to transient depression of glial metabolism in the
model.12 Similar studies have also examined the incorporation of
radiolabeled carbon from [14C]acetate into metabolites to examine
changes in astrocyte metabolism.13 The study of acetate
metabolism in the brain has also been explored with nuclear
magnetic resonance (see Supplementary Material).

A fluorinated analog of acetate, 2-fluoroacetate (FACE), behaves
similarly to acetate but becomes metabolically trapped as fluo-
rocitrate in the tricarboxylic acid cycle.14 In the past, this mecha-
nism has been exploited by the use of sodium fluoroacetate as a
potent rodenticide and also for the study of brain metabolism.15,16

The use of [18F]fluoroacetate ([18F]FACE) as a positron emission
tomography (PET) tracer was suggested as early as 1986 after the
authors demonstrated glia-specific uptake of [3H]FACE with
autoradiography.4 More recently, [18F]FACE imaging of CWR22
tumor-bearing mice showed increased tumor-to-background
signal, and [18F]FACE was suggested as a potential alternative to
[11C]acetate for tumor imaging.17 The value of [18F]FACE com-
pared with [11C]acetate is still a subject of debate. Lindhe et al18

compared [18F]FACE and [11C]acetate and concluded that the
former is not a functional analog of the latter, but only in normal
physiology, as these studies did not evaluate [18F]FACE uptake in
the brain under abnormal conditions.
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The first known use of [18F]FACE in PET imaging of the brain
demonstrated elevated lesion uptake of [18F]FACE in animal
models of glioblastoma, focal cerebral ischemia, and cerebral
hypoxia–ischemia (H–I). 2-[18F]fluoroacetate was suggested to be
a potentially useful PET tracer of glial metabolism in the central
nervous system and the need for further validation—including
evaluation of the [18F]FACE kinetics—was emphasized.19,20 These
results suggested the intriguing possibility that the observed
[18F]FACE uptake is metabolism-driven, thus suggesting the
potential use of this tracer for imaging glia-specific metabolism
in these animal models. In this study, we have investigated the
extent to which [18F]FACE uptake in cerebral H–I is driven by
metabolism or by other factors. To do so, we have conducted
multi-modal PET and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies to
characterize [18F]FACE and analyze its kinetics in rodent models of
cerebral H–I. Initial kinetic analysis with mouse data suggested
potential improvement of sensitivity to parameters of interest with
a longer scan duration and larger regions of interest. Thus, in the
following discussion, we present data for both mouse and rat.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All animal handling and procedures described herein, and according to the
Animal Research: Reporting In Vivo Experiments (ARRIVE) guidelines, were
performed in accordance with the protocols approved by the Association
for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International
(AAALAC) accredited Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at
Genentech.

Cerebral Hypoxia–Ischemia Model
The cerebral H–I model was originally developed in rats and subsequently
modified and adapted to mice.21,22 For these studies, we used both mice
(C57BL/6, male, 8 to 12 weeks old) (Charles River Laboratories, Hollister, CA,
USA) and rats (Sprague–Dawley, male 3 to 5 weeks old) (Harlan Sprague–
Dawley, Livermore, CA, USA). Throughout surgery and hypoxic challenge,
animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (1% to 2% for mouse, 1.5% to
2.5% for rat) and maintained at 371C. The right common carotid artery was
permanently ligated with 6-0 gauge silk suture. The duration of surgery
was between 15 to 30 minutes. Animals were then allowed to recover until
ambulatory and subsequently challenged in a hypoxic environment (8%
oxygen and 92% nitrogen, with 0.8% isoflurane) for 30 minutes (mouse) or
30 to 40 minutes (rat). Animals were imaged either at 3 hours post insult
(nmouse¼ 3, nrat¼ 4) or 24 hours post insult (nmouse¼ 4, nrat¼ 5). Assess-
ment of neurological deficit score was performed after recovery from
hypoxia, and where applicable, prior to imaging at 24 hours.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane, and body temperature
monitored and maintained at 371C with a rectal temperature probe (Small
Animal Instruments, Stony Brook, NY, USA) and a proportional-integral-
derivative controller implemented in LabVIEW (National Instruments,
Austin, TX, USA). The animal’s head was secured in place by ear bars.
Imaging was performed in a 4.7T horizontal bore magnet using a
DirectDrive console and VnmrJ software (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara,
CA, USA). For mouse imaging, a 40 mm (inner diameter) quadrature coil
(Millipede, Agilent Technologies) was used. For rat imaging, a 40 mm
quadrature coil (Morris Instruments, Ottawa, ON, Canada) was used.
Diffusion weighted images were acquired in mice with a fast spin echo
sequence with the following parameters: repetition time, 4000 milli-
seconds; echo time, 33 milliseconds (1st echo); echo train length, 8; echo
spacing, 9 milliseconds; a target b-value of 965 s/mm2 was applied in four
directions with three repetitions each: none, readout, phase encode, and
slice encode. Parametric images of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)
were then calculated from this data. For both mouse and rat, T2 parametric
images were calculated from data acquired with a multispin echo
sequence with the following parameters: repetition time, 3,000 milli-
seconds; echo time, 10.10 milliseconds (mouse) or 15 milliseconds (rat);
number of echoes, 8; averages, 4. All mouse images were acquired with a
20 mm� 20 mm field of view, with 16 axial slices and 0.8 mm slice
thickness. The field of view for rat images was 36 mm� 36 mm, with 20
axial slices and 1.0 mm slice thickness.

2-[18F]fluoroacetate Positron Emission Tomography
Following MRI, animals were allowed to recover from anesthesia and then
imaged in a preclinical PET/computed tomography system (Inveon;
Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Knoxville, TN, USA). 2-[18F]fluoroacetate
was synthesized as described previously19 and delivered via tail vein
infusion at an average activity concentration of 249±96 mCi (mouse) or
853±104mCi (rat) in 100mL saline during the first minute of a 30-minute
(mouse) or 90-minute (rat) dynamic scan. A short infusion delivery was
selected for reproducibility and peak identifiability given the chosen frame
durations. For the 30-minute acquisition, data was framed as follows:
12� 10 seconds, 6� 60 seconds, 6� 120 seconds, and 4� 15 seconds.
The 90-minute acquisition was framed as follows: 12� 10 seconds,
6� 60 seconds, 6� 120 seconds, 6� 180 seconds, 4� 330 seconds, and
4� 450 seconds. A computed tomography scan was acquired immediately
following PET imaging for attenuation and scatter correction, and to
facilitate image registration. Positron emission tomography reconstruction
consisted of two iterations of three dimensional ordered subset expecta-
tion maximization followed by 18 maximum a posteriori iterations. The
imaging matrix was set to 128� 128� 159, with corresponding voxel sizes
of 0.4 mm� 0.4 mm� 0.769 mm.

Image Analysis
Co-registration was performed in PMOD (PMOD Technologies, Zurich,
Switzerland). Computed tomorgraphy data were manually registered to
MRI, with the resulting transformation applied to PET data in order to co-
register the latter with MRI. The lesion region of interest (ROI) was manually
segmented from the parametric T2 images with the assistance from the
isocontour function (lower threshold 68 to 70 milliseconds, upper thresh-
old 95 milliseconds) in PMOD. The lesion ROI was mirrored about the
midline to form the contralateral ROI. To derive whole blood time-activity
curves (TACs) from the PET imaging data, a cardiac blood ROI was manually
determined from an average of the first 10 frames, assisted by the
isocontour function in PMOD.

Kinetic Modeling and Input Function Determination
Fitting of kinetic models to the data was performed in PMOD. Lear and
Ackermann10 suggested adapting Sokoloff’s two-tissue irreversible models
for fluoro-D-glucose to model FACE uptake. Here, this model (2T3k) as well
as a simpler 1 tissue model (1T2k) and a modified irreversible uptake
model based on slow but existent wash-out of metabolized tracer in the
form of [18F]fluoride (denoted as 2T4k-k5, not to be confused with a two-
tissue reversible uptake model, 2T4k) were fit to the [18F]FACE uptake data.
The models are depicted in Figure 1 and are described by the following:

dCNS
dt ¼ K1CP� k2þ k3ð ÞCNS

dCS
dt ¼ k3CNS� k5CS

CT ¼ CNSþCS

where CP, CNS, CS, and CT refer respectively to the concentration of
radiotracer in the plasma, free and non-specific (parent), specific (meta-
bolically trapped), and total tissue compartments.

The paired student’s t-test was used to compare parameter group
means in lesion versus contralateral. The unpaired student’s t-test was
used to compare parameter means between time point groups.
Comparison of fits was performed with the F-test for nested models and
the Akaike and Bayesian criteria.23–25 Parametric maps of kinetic param-
eters (2T3k) were generated using PMOD.

In previous [18F]FACE biodistribution studies of various species, it has
been shown that myocardial TACs resemble blood curves.17,18 On this
basis, and with the assumption that partial volume effects should be
negligible between tissues with similar TACs, we have investigated the
validity of using an image-derived whole blood curve from which a plasma
curve can be derived.

Three methods of whole blood activity measurement were compared:
(1) manual sampling of cardiac blood at discrete time points, (2) real-time
arterial blood sampling with concurrent PET imaging, and (3) image-
derived sampling of cardiac blood. For the first method, naı̈ve animals
(n¼ 14) were injected as described in the initial steps of the PET imaging
protocol. B0.5 mL of blood was withdrawn by cardiac puncture and the
animal was euthanized immediately afterwards. Whole blood samples
were centrifuged at 1000 g for 10 minutes to separate plasma and blood
cells. Measurements were taken at 1, 2, 5, 15, and 30 minutes post injection
(n¼ 4, 4, 2, 2, and 2, respectively).
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Separately, for 2 animals at 30 minutes post injection, the supernatant
was extracted, diluted 4:1 with methanol, vortexed for 30 to 60 seconds,
and then incubated at � 201C for 10 minutes. The diluted samples were
then centrifuged at 20,800 g for 10 minutes at 41C to separate precipitated
proteins and plasma. Plasma samples were vacuum concentrated
(pressure: o1 Torr, temperature: 451C, time: 1.5 hours) and diluted 2:1
with water þ 0.1% formic acid for high performance liquid chromato-
graphy. Samples were analyzed via high performance liquid chromato-
graphy (Agilent Technologies) using a reverse phase column
(250� 4.6 mm, 5 mm pore size). The mobile phase consisted of (A) water
þ 0.1% formic acid and (B) acetonitrile þ 0.1% formic acid. Samples were
eluted with a gradient starting at 95% A for 2 minutes, changing to 5% in
4 minutes, and holding at 5% for 2 minutes.

Continuous, in vivo whole blood activity measurements were taken
using a blood sampling system (Twilite; Swisstrace GmbH, Switzerland)
recorded in PMOD. The carotid cannula in naı̈ve mice (n¼ 2, female FVB
strain) was exteriorized to the blood sampling system with a jugular vein
return via a peristaltic pump at 120mL per minute. Animals then under-
went [18F]FACE PET imaging as described while the activity in arterial
blood was measured.

Histology
Brains were excised, sliced into 2 mm sections, and then incubated with
20 mg/mL triphenyltetrazolium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA)
in phosphate-buffered saline at 371C for 10 minutes. Slices were
transferred to transparent slides and imaged with a document scanner.
For rat, slices were then fixed in 10% formalin at 41C overnight and
transferred to 70% ethanol for long-term storage. Further preparation and
immunohistochemical staining for glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) and
ionized calcium-binding adapter molecule (IBA1) was performed using
standard techniques (Cureline, South San Francisco, CA, USA).

RESULTS
[18F]fluoroacetate Uptake in Rodent Cerebral Hypoxia–Ischemia
Lesions
In both species and at both 3 and 24 hours post insult, lesions
appeared with the characteristic elevated T2 values, lowered
diffusion coefficient, and negative triphenyltetrazolium chloride
staining. Mean T2 values and mean trace (1

3 ðADCxþADCyþADCzÞ)
values in lesion were significantly higher and lower, respectively,
than in contralateral tissue (Table 1). [18F]fluoroacetate uptake in
lesion regions of interest was elevated (Figure 2) and, at
30 minutes post injection, consistently higher than contralateral
uptake in both species at both 3 and 24 hours post insult
(Po0.001, Table 1). 2-[18F]fluoroacetate was retained in the blood
at notable activity concentrations after initial clearance (Figure 2),
a behavior that has been observed by others in rodent, porcine,
and non-human primate species.18,26 This resulted in an input
function with the appearance of a bolus plus constant infusion,

making [18F]FACE a tracer amenable to steady-state analysis
methods.27

Immunohistochemical staining of brain tissues collected at
3 hours post insult from both species using anti-GFAP antibody

Table 1. Summary of select parameters for mouse and rat cerebral
hypoxia–ischemia

Mouse Rat

T2 (ms)
3 hours
Lesion 76±1 73±0.5
Contralateral 62±2 66±1

24 hours
Lesion 78±8 81±2
Contralateral 58±6 64±1

Trace (10� 4 mm2/s)
3 hours
Lesion 5.3±0.4
Contralateral 6.4±0.1

24 hours
Lesion 5.5±0.3
Contralateral 6.5±0.2

[18F]FACE uptake, 30 minutes post injection (%ID/g)
3 hours
Lesion 10±0.8 1.9±0.3
Contralateral 7.0±0.6 1.0±0.1

24 hours
Lesion 10±2 2.1±0.5
Contralateral 6.2±1 1.3±0.2

Lesion volume (cc)
MRI (T2)
3hours 0.0029±0.0005 0.30±0.05
24hours 0.048±0.1 0.16±0.09

TTC
3hours 0.019±0.01 0.075±0.03
24hours 0.15±0.1 0.16±0.09

Neurological deficit score
3hours 1.5, 2, 2 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4
24 hours 0, 0, 2, 3 0, 1, 1.5, 2.5, 3

[18F]FACE, 2-[18F]fluoroacetate; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TTC,
triphenyltetrazolium chloride.

Figure 1. Schematic of the compartment models used to model [18F]fluoroacetate kinetics.
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specific for activated astrocytes showed lower GFAP reactivity in
the necrotic area located in the striatum compared with the
corresponding area in the contralateral hemisphere, and stronger
diffuse staining was observed in the ipsilateral hippocampus in
some samples (Figure 2B). Samples collected at 24 hours post
insult showed diffuse GFAP reactivity in the lesion compared with
corresponding areas in contralateral hemisphere (Figure 2A). Such
patterns of GFAP reactivity are suggestive of early astrocytic death
followed by infiltration of GFAP-reactive debris into the necrotic
core. The immunohistochemical analysis for activated microglia

using anti-Iba-1 showed weaker signal in necrotic tissue in both
species at both time points.

Input Function Determination
Real-time sampling of whole blood yielded TACs similar to the
corresponding image-derived curves in the two animals
(Figure 3A). A visible time shift is attributable to the delay in the
sampling setup (Figure 3B) caused by transit of blood from the
heart to the scintillation counter. Manual sampling also yielded

Figure 2. (A and B) Example multi-modal data for mouse (24 hours post insult) and rat (3 hours post insult). A z-axis apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADCz) map was generated in one rat, shown here. (C and D) Averaged time-activity curves for whole blood, brain lesion, and brain
contralateral regions of interest for 3 hours and (E and F) 24 hours time points. DWI, diffusion weighted image; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic
protein; H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; Iba1, ionized calcium-binding adapter molecule 1; PET, position emission tomography, TTC,
triphenyltetrazolium chloride.
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results similar to image-derived curves but with more variability at
the initial time points (Figure 3C). The activity in plasma for 12
animals at a range of time points from 0 to 30 minutes was
48.0%±6.1% (s.d.) of whole blood. The plasma protein fraction of
plasma activity in two animals was 2.2%±0.8% and 1.4%±
0.3% (mean±s.e.m., two replicates).

Metabolite analysis by high performance liquid chromatogra-
phy-mass spectrometry (Figure 3D) suggests no significant
presence of [18F]fluoride or [18F]fluorocitrate at 30 minutes post
injection of [18F]FACE, and that the activity in plasma is due to
parent alone. Chromatograms of plasma samples showed peaks
around the expected 3.5-minute retention time for [18F]FACE.

Based on these data, the plasma input function was estimated
as 50% of the image-based whole blood time-activity curve.

Kinetic Modeling of [18F]fluoroacetate Lesion Uptake
Results of kinetic modeling for all data are shown in Figure 4.

C57BL/6 mouse. In the 1T2k model, K1 was significantly lower in
lesion at the 24-hour time point. k2 was significantly lower in
lesion at both 3- and 24-hour time points. The resulting trend was
an elevated K1/k2 in lesion at both time points with significance
at 24 hours. There was a significant difference in k2 between the
3- and 24-hour time points in the contralateral ROI (P¼ 0.033). The
same trends in K1 and k2 were seen in the 2T3k model, with the

addition of significantly lower lesion k2 at the 3 hour time point
(P¼ 0.006). k3 was higher in lesion than contralateral at both time
points, approaching significance at the 24-hour time point
(P¼ 0.066). However, there was a large (4425%) percent
coefficient of variation (%COV) for the estimation of this
parameter (Supplementary Table S1). In the 2T3k model, k3 is an
order of magnitude lower than K1 and k2, suggesting that uptake
is not flow limited and that metabolism of [18F]FACE is slow
compared with transport, as has been observed in literature for
acetate.28 In the 2T4k-k5 model, as with the other models, K1/k2

was significantly higher in lesion. k3 was not significantly different
in either ROI, although k5 was significantly lower in lesion at the
24 hour time point. However, the %COV of estimation for k3 and k5

was quite high (Supplementary Table S1), suggesting poor
identifiability of these parameters for these data.

Sprague–Dawley rat. In the 1T2k model, significantly lower lesion
k2 at both 3 and 24 hours (P¼ 0.011 and P¼ 0.008, respectively)
appeared to drive the significantly higher lesion K1/k2 (P¼ 0.011 at
3 hours, P¼ 0.004 at 24 hours). In addition, K1/k2 was significantly
lower at 24 hours compared with 3 hours in both lesion and
contralateral ROIs (P¼ 0.033 and P¼ 0.018, respectively). Similar
trends were seen in the 2T3k model. k3 was significantly higher in
the contralateral tissue compared with lesion at both the 3- and
24-hour time points (P¼ 0.007 and P¼ 0.004, respectively), with
%COV values in lesion and contralateral of 30.1±35.2 and

Figure 3. Results from different whole blood measurement techniques. (A) Example comparison of [18F]fluoroacetate ([18F]FACE) whole blood
curves derived from real-time sampling (B) and concurrent imaging. (C) Manually sampled whole blood with plasma and red/white blood cell
fractions denoted as ‘supernatant’ and ‘pellet’, respectively. (D) Chromatograms of: plasma samples from animals (n¼ 2, 1 replicate each)
30minutes post [18F]FACE injection; 0.1mg/mL fluorocitrate standard; 1mg/mL FACE standard. Signal from plasma samples are represented as
percent of the median-adjusted maximum analog-to-digital converter signal from the 0–5minute retention times. Chromatograms of
fluorocitrate and FACE standards are represented as percent of median-adjusted maximum extracted ion count between the 0 to 5minutes
retention times.
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18.2±23.3, respectively. While the %COV values are large, they are
low relative to that seen in the mouse data, which suggests
that a longer scan time improved parameter identifiability

(Supplementary Table S1). In the rat data, we briefly examined
the effect of a lengthened acquisition on our ability to estimate k3.

Kinetic modeling of the first 30 minutes of rat data resulted in

Figure 4. [18F]fluoroacetate kinetic modeling parameters for both mouse and rat cerebral H-I for both 3 and 24 hours post insult imaging
groups. 1T2k, 2T3k, and 2T4k-k5 models (shown in rows) were fit to the data. An asterisk (*) over a pair of bars indicates paired t-test of
difference between contralateral versus lesion mean yielded Po0.05. A dashed, capped line over a pair of time points indicates an unpaired t-
test difference between 3- and 24- hour means yielded Po0.05.
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increased variability in estimates but no change in trends between
lesion and contralateral. In the 2T3k model, k3 is several orders of
magnitude lower than K1 and k2. There was no significant
difference between lesion and contralateral ROIs for k3 or k5 in the
2T4k-k5 model. In addition, the %COV values for these parameters
were quite large (4425%, Supplementary Table S1).

In all models, for all data, K1/k2 was higher in lesion, with
statistical significance in mouse data for 24 hours and in all rat
data. k2 was likewise significantly lower in the majority of cases.
This suggests that the uptake of [18F]FACE is primarily transport-
driven and is the result of decreased efflux of tracer from the
tissue. The low order of magnitude of k3 and k5 in the data
suggests that kinetics of the ‘metabolically trapped’ compartment
are not the main contributor to [18F]FACE uptake in these models.
Net influx, Ki¼ K1k3/(k2þ k3), was significantly higher in lesion at
24 hour in mouse (P¼ 0.0146), but was not significantly higher in
lesion in rat at either time point (Figure 5).

Comparison of Kinetic Models
(See Supplementary Table S2) The Akaike Information Criterion
and Bayesian Criterion, on average, favored the 2T3k and 2T4k-k5

models over the 1T2k model in both species at both 3- and
24-hour times for lesion and contralateral regions of interest. In
the F-Test for nested models comparing the 2T3k and 1T2k

models, the majority of cases favored 2T3k (with the exception of
the contralateral ROI in mouse at 3 hours and the lesion ROI in
mouse at 24 hours). In comparison between the 2T4k-k5 and 2T3k
models, the results were less conclusive with lesion regions of
interest never having more than 50% of cases where 2T4k-k5 is
significantly favored over 2T3k (with the exception of the lesion
ROI in rat at 24 hours). In the contralateral region, the addition of
the k5 parameter was significant in more cases, including four of
five rats at 24 hours and four of four mice at 24 hours.

Parametric Maps
Areas of elevated K1/k2 co-localized with the T2 lesion ROI in
mouse and rat (Figure 6), suggesting a relationship between
edema and transport-driven uptake of [18F]FACE. Literature suggests
that for this animal model, there is likely some mixture of cytotoxic
edema and vasogenic edema, especially at the 24-hour time
point.29

DISCUSSION
In this study, we have evaluated kinetics of [18F]FACE in rodent
models of cerebral H–I. As others have reported, clearance of
[18F]FACE from the blood is slow in rats, cynomolgus monkeys,
and pigs.17,18 In our data, blood activity levels remained at or
above that of contralateral brain tissue, and were relatively stable
from 15 minutes to the end of the scan. Because of the bolus plus
infusion–like behavior of the plasma input function, a long scan
time is required to properly estimate k3. The similarity between
[18F]FACE time-activity curves in blood obtained by ex vivo or
in vivo blood measurements and in the image-based cardiac blood
ROI allowed direct estimation of whole blood, from which we
estimated the plasma input function.

A concern of using [18F]FACE is confounding signal from
[18F]fluoride. In rodents, liver enzymes in the presence of gluta-
thione are responsible for most defluorination.30 Extensive defluo-
rination of [18F]FACE has been reported in Sprague–Dawley rats at
4 hours and in nude mice at 2 hours (bone uptake of 1.87±
0.15%ID/g and 5.23±1.64 %ID/g, respectively),17 but is signifi-
cantly lower at earlier times (0.76±0.03 %ID/g at 1 hour for rat,
2.59±0.36 %ID/g at 30 minutes for mice).17 Our data also showed
some bone uptake in rat data toward the latter part of acquisition.
In addition, hyperintense regions in k3 maps were observed to
coincide with skeletal structures, suggesting [18F]fluoride trapping
in bone. However, under the assumptions that (1) defluorination
of [18F]fluorocitrate is slow and that (2) [18F]fluoride rapidly
effluxes from tissue and is taken up by bone, the contribution

Figure 5. Macroparameters K1/K2 and Ki for mouse and rat data
modeled with 2T3k. Middle bars represent the means, while the
outer bars represent±one s.d. An asterisk (*) over a pair of bars
indicates a paired t-test of difference between contralateral versus
lesion mean yielded Po0.05. A dashed, capped line over a pair of
time points indicates an unpaired t-test difference between 3- and
24- hour means yielded Po0.05.

Figure 6. Mouse and rat T2 maps with [18F]fluoroacetate ([18F]FACE)
Vt (2T3k model) overlay. One axial slice, at approximately bregma
zero, is shown for each animal.
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from this metabolite of [18F]FACE can be considered negligible in
brain tissue. We did not detect [18F]fluoride in metabolite analysis
of mouse plasma samples taken 30 minutes post injection. In addi-
tion, others have reported low levels of bone uptake within
90 minutes post injection in mouse and rat.17,19 Furthermore,
defluorination is not as prevalent in non-human primates, with
bone uptake at 3% of injected dose in cynomolgus monkeys but
39% in pigs.18 In baboons, the specific uptake value of iliac bone
was reported to be low even 2 hours post [18F]FACE injection.17

Increased blood–brain barrier permeability, as measured by
extravasation of Evans blue dye, occurs in cerebral H–I by 24 hours
in C57BL/6 mice.29 However, we did not observe significantly
elevated K1 or k2 in lesions for either species at 3 or 24 hours post
insult, suggesting that uptake changes are not a result of
increased transport across the blood–brain barrier.

Elevated Lesion Uptake of [18F]fluoroacetate in Cerebral Ischemia–
Hypoxia is Transport-Driven Rather than Metabolism-Driven
Uptake of acetate is largely dictated by diffusional uptake rather
than metabolism, as the rate of the former is often much larger
than that of the latter.28 This effect is seen in our data, as
transport-related changes appeared to be the main driver of
elevated [18F]FACE uptake in cerebral H–I lesions. Specifically, K1/
k2 was significantly elevated in lesion in nearly all time and
species, driven by decreased k2 (Figure 4).

The basis for this change is not clear, but may be due to
equalization of Hþ gradients after depolarization of the cell
membrane following ischemic insult since monocarboxylates are
cotransported with Hþ by MCTs. The co-localization of elevated
K1/k2, decreased ADC, and elevated T2 in 3 and 24-hour mouse
groups and in one 3-hour rat suggest a combination of cytotoxic
and vasogenic edema, which has been shown to evolve in rodents
within the first 24 hours in cerebral H–I and MCAo models.29,31 The
depletion of ATP production following ischemia leads to the
failure of ATP-dependent pumps upon which a normal
concentration gradient depends, and the resulting influx of ions
is accompanied by influx of extracellular water.32 As a small anion,
it is possible that [18F]FACE is primarily taken up by this process.

In response to hypoxia, MCT4 is upregulated in glia for the
purpose of effluxing excess lactate.33–35 Unilateral MCAo in Wistar
rats demonstrated elevated ipsilateral lactate concentrations.34 It
is possible that the observed decrease in k2 is due to competition
with elevated lactate efflux, on the basis that MCT1 and MCT4
transporters have an order of magnitude greater affinity for lactate
compared with acetate.33

Metabolism-Driven Uptake is Low but Possibly Detectable with
[18F]fluoroacetate
Our in vivo estimation of K1 and k2 in the 2T3k model yielded
values on the same order of magnitude to those reported in
literature by autoradiographic techniques—Lear and Ackermann10

reported values of K1¼ 0.16±0.03 and k2¼ 0.19±0.03. In our rat
data (see Figure 4), K1¼ 0.432±0.040 and k2¼ 0.343±0.035 at
3 hours post insult, and K1¼ 0.419±0.064 and k2¼ 0.355±0.058
at 24 hours post insult for contralateral brain tissue. However, we
found k3 to be around a factor of 2 lower (see Figure 4: k3¼
0.006±0.001 at 3 hours and k3¼ 0.004±0.002 at 24 hours,
compared with k3¼ 0.01±0.03 as found by Lear and Acker-
mann10). The significant difference between contralateral and
lesion tissue k3 in rat suggests that while metabolism is low and
[18F]FACE uptake is driven primarily by K1 and k2, changes in k3

induced by H–I are still detectable by analysis of [18F]FACE kinetics.
Astrocyte metabolism of [11C]acetate was reported to be

decreased in rat MCAo models at early time points (0 to 3 hours)
during which cell death is expected.12 In our study, GFAP staining
of brain tissues showed lower reactivity in the lesion at 3 hours
post insult and diffuse staining at 24 hours post insult suggestive

of astrocytic death. Depressed incorporation of 14C in glutamate
and glutamine has been previously observed in rat striatum
following MCAo, slowly recovering within 48 hours post reper-
fusion.13 In our data, this trend is reflected by k3 in rats, but the
opposite trend was seen in mice. However, scan duration was
threefold shorter in the mice, and the uncertainty of k3 estimation
due to a shorter scan length is reflected in higher %COV values
(Figure 4) and is highlighted by known astrocyte behavior in the
acute period following insults generated by models such as MCAo
and cerebral H–I. For instance, astrocyte viability is decreased, with
loss expected even at 48 hours post injury.13 Astrocyte loss does
not necessarily imply lack of elevated metabolism in remaining
astrocytes—in newborn piglets for example, astrocytes have been
found to proliferate 48 hours after cerebral H–I despite decreased
numbers as measured by GFAP reactivity36—but more detailed
methods would need to be developed to detect changes in
cellular acetate metabolism in these remaining cells within a given
volume. To assess the increase of glial metabolism in tissues
surrounding the ischemic lesion associated with the neuroinflam-
matory response, the evaluation should be performed at later time
points, where a neuroinflammatory response has been observed
post-stroke in rodents.37

Upon further examination of the 2T3k results, we found no
significant trends in Ki with the exception of elevated lesion Ki in
the 24 hour mouse group. However, we do not believe there
are implications of this finding with respect to metabolism, due to
the uncertainty in k3 estimation for the mouse data. It is more
likely that transport effects are responsible for elevated Ki in
this case.

Kinetic model comparisons between the 1T2k, 2T3k, and 2T4k-
k5 models suggested that the 1T2k model is insufficient to
describe [18F]FACE uptake in either lesion or contralateral tissue,
despite uptake being driven primarily by K1 and k2. The addition
of a metabolite efflux rate, k5, yielded less certain results in model
comparison—while residuals were smaller than in the 2T3k model,
these differences were small and the significance of the added
parameter was not seen in the majority of cases in the lesion ROI.
The increased number of significant cases in the contralateral ROI
may represent a greater contribution from metabolite production
and thus efflux from areas with better glial viability. However, the
%COV values for k5 were in most cases larger than the generally
accepted 25% threshold (Price, JC et al, personal communication),
and the order of magnitude changes in k3 upon introduction
of k5 belies the difficulty of parameter identifiability for k3 and
especially k5. Relative levels of defluorination in the brain relative
to peripheral sources must be taken into consideration when
using the additional parameter—in the animal models used in this
study, it appears that a 2T3k model is necessary and sufficient for
fitting to [18F]FACE uptake.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have used multi-modal in vivo imaging methods
and (1) observed significantly elevated lesion uptake of [18F]FACE
in rodent cerebral H–I at 3 and 24 hours post injury, (2) developed
and validated an image-based method to extract the [18F]FACE
plasma input function for the mouse and rat, (3) developed, used,
and assessed kinetic models of [18F]FACE uptake, and (4) found
that in rodent cerebral H–I, [18F]FACE uptake is driven primarily by
changes in transport rather than in glial metabolism, although
the latter may potentially be detectable with [18F]FACE kinetic
modeling using the 2T3k model as corroborated by immuno-
histochemical evidence and previous literature.

The use of [18F]FACE for detecting changes in metabolism must
be validated on a case-by-case basis, taking into consideration the
tissue(s) of interest and their known behaviors under the
conditions of interest. In the case of cerebral H–I, it appears that
[18F]FACE uptake alone not an indicator for glial metabolism, but
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that kinetic parameters estimated by modeling reveal useful
information. Additional work must be done for the use of
[18F]FACE in PET studies to be tractable and translatable. For
instance, [18F]FACE kinetics may be evaluated in animal models
with less severe impact on glial viability but with significantly
elevated glial acetate metabolism. Studies should also evaluate
the effect of edema on [18F]FACE uptake by glia in stroke models
in order to ascertain the relative contribution of transport and
metabolism effects. As acetate entry into the tricarboxylic acid
cycle is an alternative pathway to pyruvate metabolism, animal
models with well-understood changes in the relative levels of
pyruvate and acetate metabolism should be used for further
validation of [18F]FACE. If issues such as these (and those sug-
gested by Lopresti and Mason20) can be addressed, [18F]FACE
kinetics may then be a useful tool for investigating glial metabolic
changes under a variety of neurological conditions.
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